
	  

	  

FOURTH MEETING OF THE 2017/2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
TRENT CENTRAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION  

Trent Student Centre  
Sunday, October 15th, 2017  

13:00  
  

AGENDA  
1. Call to Order  
 
Board Chair Matthew Seaby calls the meeting to order at 13:09.  
 
2. Roll Call  
 

Present 
 
President Brandon Remmelgas (He/Him) 
Vice President Campaigns and Equity Shanese Steele (She/Her) 
Vice President University & College Affairs Lea Rogers-Balgobin (She/Her) 
Vice President Clubs & External Molly Hu (She/Her) 
Indigenous Students Commissioner Rhode Thomas (He/Him) 
Ethical Standards Commissioner Lindsay Yates (She/Her) 
Mature/Transfer Student Commissioner Brendan Campbell (He/Him) 
Environment & Sustainability Commissioner Belbin (She/Her) 
Women’s Issues Commissioner Julianne Liken  
Gender Issues Commissioner Tree Chomko  
First-Year On-Campus Representative Brianna Campbell (She/Her) 
First-Year Off-Campus Representative Jaime Djetvay-Bradshaw (She/Her) 
CC Sr. Senator Brendan Bell-Earle (He/Him) 
GC Commissioner Ryan Sova (He/Him) 
GC Sr. Senator Owen Faulkner-Nolan (He/Him) 
LEC Prime Minister Ann-Majella McKelvie  
LEC Sr. Senator Emily Beaudin (She/Her) 
OC Commissioner Chhavi Chawla (She/Her) 
TC Senator Annette Pedlar (She/Her) 
TC Commissioner Abby Rodriquez (She/Her) 
 

Regrets 
 

GC President Emily Cauduro (She/Her) 
LEC Commissioner Aakriti Pandey (She/Her)  
CC President Rebeka O’Regan (She/Her) 



	  

	  

CC Commissioner Cydney Habraken (She/Her) 
OC President Craig Rutherford (He/Him) 
OC Sr. Senator Anne Martin (She/Her) 
 
  Staff 
 
Association Resource Manager Matthew Seaby (Chair) 
Operations Manager Tracy Milne  
 
3. Land Acknowledgement   
 
Association President Brendan Remmelgas reads aloud the Land Acknowledgement, 
“The Trent Central Student Association wishes to acknowledge the 
Anishnaabe and Mississauga peoples and their traditional territory, in 
which this meeting is taking place”, as an expression of gratitude. 
 
4. Chairs Remarks  
 
Seaby introduces the new directors. They will not be able to vote until 
agenda item 11, when the election results are ratified. There will be an 
amendment made to the agenda regarding committee assignments. This will 
give the directors more time to pick committees.  
 
5. Approval of the Agenda  
     

MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 Agenda be adopted as        
    presented.   

Moved by: Sova; Faulkner-Nolan 
 
Carried  

 
6. Approval of Minutes  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the minutes from the 2017.09.24 
meeting be adopted with necessary corrections.  
Moved by: Rogers-Balgobin; Seconded by: Campbell.  

 
Prime Minister McKelvie was listed as absent, when she was present. 
Campbell says he was listed as present, but that he sent regrets and proxied 
his vote to Commissioner Thomas.  
 
Senior Senator Bell-Earle arrives at 13:14.  



	  

	  

 
Vice-President Steele leaves the meeting at 13:15. 
 
  Carried  
 
7. President’s Report   

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 President’s Report be 
approved.  

Moved by: Sova; Seconded by: Bell-Earle.  
 
Vice-President Steele re-enters the meeting at 13:15. 
 
Remmelgas says he is happy that the first-year positions are filled. The 
TCSA will move into the new office in the Student Centre over the reading 
break. He also wants to correct a mistake in the report. The Starbucks will 
be open on reduced hours until the building is fully functional. The hours 
will be 07:30 to 21:30 (not until 09:30, as indicated in the report). It will be 
closed both weekends of reading-break. Later, the hours will be extended to 
23:00.   
Remmelgas says the grand opening was a success. The building is done; 
there is only tweaking to be done. The furniture will be moved into the 
building over the break. 
Remmelgas also wants to address transit. The main issue with the bus 
service is that Peterborough has poor traffic infrastructure. The city cannot 
add more buses to the Trent Express routes. The West Bank route was 
changed to allow for a 20-minute transit time between the University and 
the downtown terminal (the out-bound route will be unchanged; only the in-
bound route will change). The bus will continue to service Traill, but it will 
drive straight to McDonnell St. via Stewart St. He is hoping that this will 
shave enough time off the route to ensure that buses are on time. Also, buses 
won’t deadhead to the school when there are delays. The Executive will 
know after the reading-break if the changes are working.  
There is a new Events Coordinator. Her name is Amanda Samuels. She will 
start the first week of November.  
Remmelgas says that recently, there was a white-supremacist rally in 
Peterborough. He would like to motion to sign a statement of unity made by 
a local community organization.  
 

MOTION: Be it resolved that the Trent Central Student 
Association endorse the Statement of Unity: 
Nogojiwanong/Peterborough September 2017.  
Moved by: Remmelgas; Seconded by: Faulkner-Nolan 



	  

	  

 
Rogers-Balgobin asks if anyone hasn’t read it. No one says that they 
haven’t.  
Vice-President Steele says that Trent will sign the agreement as well. 
Senator  
 
Pedlar asks to see the By-Law that states that the TCSA can’t sign the 
statement without board approval.  
 
Chair Seaby replies that it is on page 52 of the Operating Resolutions. Seaby 
reads aloud the article.  
 
Pedlar wonders if, because Trent said they couldn’t sign the statement 
because it would take too long to get approval from their board, if the TCSA 
should reexamine this resolution. This would allow the association to sign 
statements such as these faster. Vice-President Hu says that there is a policy 
which states that the Executive can decide to sign statements. But, 
unfortunately, the Executive has been unable to meet every week. She says 
that it is unfortunate that the TCSA couldn’t have signed the statement 
sooner.  
 
 Carried  
 
Remmelgas says that the CFS national general meeting is happening in the 
weekend of the 17th, 18th, and 19th. The November 19 meeting will be 
cancelled because the whole executive will be absent. He asks that directors 
meet with the executive the following week.  
Belbin points out a spelling error in the report.  
 
 Carried 
 
8. VP Clubs and External Affairs Report   

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 VP Clubs and 
External Affairs Report be approved.  
Moved by: Belbin; Seconded by: Sova 

 
Hu says that the association has approved funding for 11 groups (with a 
minimum allowance of $250, and a maximum allowance of $1500). 40 
groups in total have been approved and registered. The association has been 
in touch with 75 groups in total. These other groups will hopefully be 
approved soon. The second leadership assembly will happen on October 22. 



	  

	  

It will be necessary to attend the assembly to receive funding from the 
association. Hu asks if any directors have ordered green dishes for their 
groups. Remmelgas says that the Executive has approved funding to pay for 
the provision of green dishes to all TCSA clubs and groups upon request. 
Hu wants to see groups apply directly for green dishes, rather than having to 
go through the TCSA. She is unsure if any groups not registered with the 
TCSA will be able to rent green dishes. However, if anyone requires dishes, 
they should contact OPIRG.  
Hu says that she and Remmelgas have discussed off-campus student 
representation. Campbell says anyone seeking green dishes can email 
OPIRG (opirg@trentu.ca).  
 
  Carried  
 
9. VP University and Colleges Affairs Report  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 VP University and 
Colleges Affairs Report be approved.  
Moved by: Faulkner; Seconded by: Sova 

 
Rogers-Balgobin says that she missed the last meeting due to sickness. 
There is an update for Food Services. Sova will soon be taking-over this 
committee seat. There are now 4 subcommittees within the Colleges and 
Student Services Committee (CASSC). They are: Life Skills, Diversity & 
Anti-Oppression, Mental Health, and Sustainability. She asks for feedback 
about what to focus on. She says that CASSC could focus on topics and 
issues that are not well-addressed by other groups and organizations on 
campus. Life Skills is an example. Seaby asks if they have picked Chairs for 
the committees. Rogers-Balgobin says that they have not.  
Rogers-Balgobin also says that McLean’s Magazine voted Trent as having 
the best Mental Health services in Ontario, and third best in Canada.  
 

Carried 
 
10. VP Campaigns & Equity Report  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 VP Campaigns & 
Equity Report be approved.  

  Moved by: Pedlar; Seconded by: Campbell  
 
Steele says there was a event on October 4, paired with TUNA, about 
missing and murdered indigenous women. There was a great turnout from 



	  

	  

the community for the candlelight vigil. Grocery Assistance is going well. 
However, because it appears that budgeting-related issues are often why 
reason students apply, she will talk with the TBSA about establishing a 
budget mentoring program for students. Make Trent Safe met with the 
university about the unity statement. She will attend the CFS executive 
meeting in November. She would like to add Remmelgas to the Ontario 
executive so that Trent has a greater voice. She is already the Indigenous 
representative. Also, she wants to get more involved with the colleges. She 
will be working with Gzowksi College’s Mental Health Month. She asks 
that if anyone knows of or wants to plan an event related to mental health, 
that they email her if they want the event to be included in Mental Health 
Month. She was out of the office for the last week of September because she 
was attending a Caribbean-Indigenous conference in St. Lucia.  
 
  Carried  
 
11. TCSA Fall By-Elections   
 

MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017 Fall By-Elections Results be 
ratified.   

Moved by: Hu; Seconded by: Bell-Earle.  
 
Seaby says that the elections were quiet, and ran smoothly. Seaby wants to 
be critical of the Association’s electoral events. The time of day of the 
events, the off-campus location, and having two separate events likely 
restricted attendance. He received some feedback regarding these things. He 
wants to change the events to enhance the democratic process at Trent, and 
to increase attendance. It would also be best to meet more often with 
candidates. 15.5% of students voted, which is rare. Last year also saw a high 
number of students voting. Seaby employed the BAT team to promote the 
event. He wants to dedicate much of his budget to events that promote 
elections. There were issues regarding the online ballot system. The security 
feature of the online ballot–which spoils the ballot after four hours–was not 
communicated. The referendum question was successful, which means that 
students will be billed for half the total amount of the levy fees in the Fall, 
and then Winter tuition payments, respectively.  
There are 6 new directors. There may be two others that will seek 
appointment. One individual may request to be appointed as International 
Students commissioner. The board will have the discuss their potential 
appointment. There was one candidate that was unsuccessful, who is 
interested in taking on another role. Campbell says that the TCSA should 
encourage students to fill the Anti-Racism commissioner position. Seaby 
says that the candidate he spoke of previously may fill that seat. If this 



	  

	  

motion passes, then the new commissioners will be able to vote. Also, their 
responsibilities will come into effect.  
 
  Carried 
 
12. 1st Draft Budget  
 
Seaby introduces Operations Manager Tracey Milne. 
Remmelgas says that there are two different motions. The first is for 
honoraria & wages, the other is for the entire association. Because there is 
a significant minimum wage increase approaching, the executives are 
motioning to increase their wages. The executives will abstain from these 
motions. There is currently a discussion about what will happen to 
employees who already make more than minimum wage. Remmelgas says 
there should be a discussion about the budget and the motions before there 
is a vote. 
Vice-President Steele leaves the meeting at 13:55.   
Milne says that if anyone has questions, directors can contact her. This is 
the first draft budget of the 2017-2018 year. It is a snapchat of the 
association’s money. As a budget, is a best-guess of where funds will be 
spent. The second and third draft will be developed in January and May, 
respectively. There operating account (which covers all expenses 
necessary to the association’s functioning) is represented on the first page. 
The numbers listed in the budget were discussed by the executive and 
finance committees. The first draft are the costs that the association cannot 
do without. Some money will be allocated to the contingency fund. The 
total operating expense will be set at $363,000, plus change. This is a 
significant increase because of wage increases. The second page discusses 
sources of revenue. Milne discusses this portion of the budget. The total 
revenue is projected to be $419,000. This is based on last year’s numbers; 
the association’s revenue may increase because enrollment has increased, 
among other factors. Services is another large source of expense. They are 
1.5 million-dollar services each, per year. A percentage of the TCSA’s 
revenue is directed toward paying for these services. Milne discusses all 
the sources of revenue. The TCSA’s lead accountant retired recently, so 
the Association needs to hire a new accountant to learn more about the 
associations investments. The total discretionary revenue is projected to be 
$43,000. Milne discusses examples of existing discretionary expenses. 
These expenses will likely add up to about $110,000. There may be 
$100,000 available for purposes that can be decided later. The Board will 
discuss where the remaining money will go, after all necessary expenses 
are paid. The Campaigns and Conferences budget is $26,000. The total 
events expenses are $22,000.  
 



	  

	  

Chhavi Chawla leaves at 14:06. 
 
There is a small deficit situation. At the end of the first draft, there was an 
$88,000 surplus. This came from membership fees and not spending as 
much as was possible. Milne would like to see surplus finds redistributed 
at the end of the Winter semester, without first consulting the Board. 
Remmelgas explains that the association aims to always go under budget, 
and then to increase budget lines with each of the drafts. This way, going 
over budget is rare. Milne continues to discuss each of the accounts – what 
they are, and who is spending the money.  
There was an increase in the Clubs and Groups levy. It increased by $1.50. 
This will mean that clubs spending will change for the second draft.  
As for Benefits, the TDSA and TGSA have been granted special 
assistance. There is going to be a large surplus for benefits. It is based off 
last-years’ numbers. She would like to become self-insured at some point; 
this may lower the levy for students.  
As for transit, the transit-parking bursary was very popular. Over $6000 
was returned to students. Remmelgas says that transit is a mandatory 
transit, but not all student can use the transit system. There is a parking 
bursary for those students. It is too difficult to allow student to opt-out of 
the transit fees, so this bursary is the next best thing. Students must show 
that they cannot adequately use the transit system to apply for the bursary. 
Milne says that revenue form the transit service will likely increase this 
year.  
The Student Centre may present more revenue opportunities once it is 
fully functional. Pedlar asks how a college might increase their college. 
Remmelgas says that they could go to the Finance committee, and 
explains how the money is transferred to the college.  
Milne discusses the wage increase. The TCSA struggles to pay a living 
wage for employees. But now, the TCSA might be able to change this. 
There are positions that are new to the association that are hard to fund 
adequately. Milne has made a budget to account for the impact of the 
minimum wage increase. They are wondering by what percentage to 
increase the Events Coordinator position’s wage, to account for their 
responsibilities. Financially, she believes that it will be possible to 
maintain the same percentage above the minimum wage (for association 
positions whose wages are already above the minimum wage) with the 
upcoming provincial increase. She believes it will be sustainable. 
Campbell asks if the first draft accounts for the creation of the new Vice 
President position. Milne says that is does not. Seaby says that it will be 
included in the second draft.  
All executives will abstain of the motion.  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that all honoraria & wages listed in the 
first draft budget be increased in January 2018 to maintain their 



	  

	  

same percentage above minimum wage (this will adjust our current 
wages in the staffing plan accordingly).  
Moved by: Sova; Seconded by: Faulkner-Nolan  

 
All executives abstained from this motion.  
 

MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017-2018 First Draft Budget be 
approved.   

Committee Assignments  
Moved by: Sova; Seconded by: Faulkner-Nolan  

 
All executives abstained from this motion.  
 
13. Committee Assignments 
 

MOTION: Be it resolved that committee assignments for the 2017-
2018 Board of Directors be approved.   
 
MOTION: Be it resolved that this agenda item be postponed to the 
November 5thMeeting of the Board. 
Moved by: Remmelgas; Seconded by: Hu.  

 
Remmelgas says that there has not been enough time to assign committees 
to the new commissioners.  
Commissioner Belbin asks to make a change to a date. The Sustainability 
and Fair-Trade task committee will hold a meeting tomorrow (October 16).  

	   	  	  	   
 
14. TRIP Special Committee  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that a Special Committee of the 
Association be struck to prepare a report on the Trent Research and 
Innovation Park, and present it to the TCSA Board of Directors.   
Moved by: Belbin; Seconded by: Campbell 

 
Remmelgas wanted to create a special committee that is open to anyone. 
He will prepare the report that will be brought back the Board of 
Governors. He wants the first meeting to occur the first week of 
November. The committee will determine the stance of the Association 
toward the TRIP. Chomko asks the purpose of the committee. Belbin 
explains what the TRIP is, and that there was a lack of indigenous 
consultation before construction commenced. Through this committee, the 
TCSA could take a stance on this park that is separate from Trent. 



	  

	  

Campbell says that the TCSA not only represents students, but also must 
make equitable decisions and stances. He also says that the Association 
doesn’t have to be a ‘hardline stance.’ They can approve TRIP but provide 
recommendations.  
 
  Carried 
 

 
15. SAGM: By-Law Amendments   
 

MOTION: Be it resolved that the Board send the 2017 By-Law 
Amendment Package to the Fall Semi-Annual General Meeting with 
its endorsement.  
Moved by: Sova; Seconded by: Chomko.  

 
Remmelgas says that the amendment package only has one By-Law change. 
All the changes will trigger the implementation of a new Vice-President 
position. The Operating resolutions must be adapted to accommodate this. 
There is someone in the Trent Pre-Medical society that is interested in 
running for the position. Campbell points out an inconsistency in the 
spelling of the position between the proposed policy change, and proposed 
by-law changes. Remmelgas says that “Vice-President of Health & 
Wellness” will be the official title. Seaby says that directors can recommend 
that certain By-Laws be changed.  
Remmelgas says he would like to provide an opportunity for students to ask 
them questions after the SAGM.  
 
 Carried 
 
16. Commissioner Reports   
 
Seaby explains the purpose of commissioner reports.  
Campbell wants to talk about three items. The first two are events and 
advocacy, and the third is advocacy in the senate. He has not organized any 
events yet, but has received feedback about what kind of events his 
constituency wants to see. He sent emails to college cabinets. For advocacy, 
he wants to facilitate mental health events, and add events to Orientation 
week that are more suited to mature students. He has spoken with Michael 
Eamon and Vice-President Hu about under which organizations to organize 
these events.  
Commissioner Sova says the Gzowksi Fall College Weekend will happen 
on November 17, 18, and 19. Rogers-Balgobin says that directors can add 
their events to the President’s calendar. 



	  

	  

 
17. Committee Reports   
 
Campbell sits on the Orientation committee and Cyclical Review 
Committee. Someone may need to sit in on the latter committee 
(Wednesday, 14:00-16:00). Roger-Balgobin will fill in. He wants to make 
sure that advocacy for students is there. He wants to present to the TCSA 
what this committee does in an easily understandable way. He wants to 
reach out to senators and department student groups.  
There has been a lot of discussion about the TCSA apps. They would like to 
make it more accessible. They will discuss transfer-specific programming. 
A lot of the programming is aimed at students aged 17-20 years old. He 
would like to see more programming oriented to mature students.  
Remmelgas needs directors to tell him what size shirts they want. 
The Undergraduate Policy Committee met when Pedlar was meeting with 
Make Trent Safe. However, she was formed that nothing of particular 
interest happened.  
 
18. Director Standings  
 
Seaby goes over Director Standings and attendance of committees. It is 
important for directors to tell the executive or Seaby that they attended their 
meetings. Also, director training is approaching. It is mandatory for all 
directors that didn’t attend training in May. It will happen on November 5, 
and will take up approximately 3 hours. Lunch will be provided. Otherwise, 
directors can meet with Seaby individually for 2 hours.  
Rogers-Balgobin wants to plan a Board social, now that the new directors 
have been confirmed.  
Faulkner-Nolan was absent for several committee meetings because he was 
ill. He has since recovered. 
Seaby says that if directors need more money, they should ask the Finance 
or Events committee. He will send out new materials to the new directors.  
Seaby says that directors can appropriately miss 1 meeting per year (with 
regrets). Regrets must be sent 24 hours in advance. It’s important because 
51% of voting members must be present to meet quorum and hold the 
meeting.  
 
19. Questions from the Public  
 
20. Any other Business  
 



	  

	  

Hu says that she can order new shirts for directors, (including in women’s 
sizes).  
In response to a question posed by Commissioner Campbell, Seaby says that 
directors don’t need to bring reports to the fall SAGM. However, this will 
be necessary for the winter SAGM.  
 
President Remmelgas wants to discuss a topic that requires to board to move 
into closed session.  
 
 Motion: Be it Resolved that the meeting move into closed session. 
 Moved by: Remmelgas; Seconded by: Sova.  
 
 Carried 
 
The Board moves into closed session at 2:59.  
 
 Motion: Be it Resolved that the meeting return to open session.  
 Moved by: Rogers-Balgobin; Seconded by: Remmelgas 
 
The Board returns from closed session at 15:42. 
 
Commissioner Rodriquez and Senator Pedlar left the meeting during closed 
session.  
 
21. Adjournment  

 
MOTION: Be it resolved that the 2017.10.15 Board of Directors 
Meeting be adjourned. 
Moved by: Thomas; Seconded by: Djetvay-Bradshaw 
 
Carried 

 
Meeting adjourned at 15:55.  
 
 
  Minutes respectfully submitted, 
   

Alexander Salton 
  2017-2018 Board Secretary  
   



	  

	  

	   	  	  	   
 

	  


